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OPINION
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By one issue, appellant, Ina Nicole Garcia, appeals the trial court's denial of her

application for a sexual assault protective order against appellee, Douglas Edward

Tautenhahn.  We affirm.

I.  BACKGROUND

On April 8, 2008, the trial court held a hearing on Garcia's application for a sexual

assault protective order.  Garcia and Oralia Jaure, a sexual assault educator and advocate,

testified at the hearing.  Tautenhahn appeared at the hearing without counsel and did not

testify or present evidence.



 Garcia stated that she had not met Tautenhahn before that evening.1
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Garcia testified that she met Tautenhahn in July 2006, when she lived in San

Antonio, Texas.  According to Garcia, she and a friend picked up Tautenhahn and went to

a night club.   Garcia stated that Tautenhahn bought her two drinks and that she did not1

remember anything else that happened that evening.  Garcia testified that when she woke

up the next morning, she did not know where she was and that she called her friend, who

informed her that she was at Tautenhahn's residence.  One of Garcia's friends then picked

her up.

Garcia stated that Tautenhahn called her later that afternoon and asked her if she

"was on birth control" and then told her "not to worry" because she "wasn't going to get

pregnant."  Although Garcia suspected that she had been "drugged" by Tautenhahn, she

explained that she did not discover that Tautenhahn had "raped" her until one month later

when she found out that she was pregnant.  Garcia testified that in July of 2006, after the

sexual assault occurred, Tautenhahn came uninvited to her dorm room to "see if [she] was

pregnant."  Garcia stated that Tautenhahn "saw" that she was pregnant, and she informed

him that she did not know who the father of the child was.

Garcia filed a police report in December 2006 and went to the Rape Crisis Center

for counseling.  The trial court admitted into evidence Exhibits 1 and 2, questionnaires from

the Rape Crisis Center used to evaluate Garcia.  After completing the questionnaires,

Garcia was diagnosed as suffering from depression and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Garcia gave birth to her daughter on April 4, 2007, and eventually moved back to

the "Valley."  Garcia also contacted the Attorney General's office in order to establish the

child's paternity.  A DNA test revealed that Tautenhahn is the father.  At a conference with

the Attorney General, Tautenhahn said that he wanted to see the child.

Garcia stated Tautenhahn has "contacted people [she] know[s] and asked them

about [the baby and Garcia]."  Tautenhahn's sister also contacted Garcia through an email

sent to Garcia's MySpace account in March 2008.  The trial court admitted the message
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into evidence as Exhibit 3.  Garcia stated she does not want Tautenhahn near her or her

child because she is scared.  Garcia testified that she is afraid that Tautenhahn could

"easily do something" to her child and that contact with him would "break [Garcia] down

emotionally."

Jaure testified that she works at the Family Crisis Center and works with victims of

sexual assault.  According to Jaure, many victims do not report a sexual assault or wait to

report an assault because they are ashamed or embarrassed.  Jaure stated that a sexual

assault affects the victim in "many ways:  denial, shock, fear" and that the long-term effects

include "[i]nsecurity, fear, [they are ]afraid to be in public."  Jaure explained that additional

contact with the assailant does not allow the victim of the sexual assault to heal and that

a victim of a sexual assault perceives any contact with the assailant as a threat because

the victim does not feel safe.

The trial court denied Garcia's application for a sexual assault protective order.

Garcia requested findings of fact and conclusions of law, which the trial court entered on

June 27, 2008.  In its findings of fact, the trial court found from the evidence that there

existed "reasonable grounds to believe that [Garcia] was the victim of a sexual assault by

[Tautenhahn]"; however, the trial court also stated in its findings of fact that it "[did] not find

that [Garcia was] the subject of a threat that reasonably place[d] [her] in fear of further

harm from [Tautenhahn]."  Based on its findings, the trial court concluded that the

protective order should be denied.

II. SUFFICIENCY OF THE EVIDENCE

By her sole issue, Garcia challenges the trial court's finding that she was not the

subject of a threat that reasonably placed her in fear of further harm from Tautenhahn.

Specifically, Garcia argues that the evidence established that she was in fear of future

emotional harm from contact with Tautenhahn, that she suffered emotional harm as a
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result of the sexual assault, that Tautenhahn sought contact with her after she had a child,2

that she was afraid of further harm if Tautenhahn was allowed to contact her or her child,

and that her fear was reasonable.

A.  Standard of Review

  When the trial court denies a protective order, this Court applies a legal and factual

sufficiency standard of review.   Furthermore, when a party challenges the trial court's3

findings of fact, as in this case, we review those findings by the same standards we use

in reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence supporting a jury's answers.   If there is any4

evidence of a probative nature to support the trial court's judgment, we will not set it aside,

and we may not substitute our findings of fact for those of the trial court.5

A party with the burden of proof at trial challenging the legal sufficiency of an

adverse finding on appeal must demonstrate that the evidence presented establishes as

a matter of law all vital facts in support of the issue.   If there is no evidence to support the6

finding, we will examine the entire record and determine if the contrary proposition is

established as a matter of law.   We will sustain the issue only if the contrary proposition7

is conclusively established.   In a legal sufficiency review, we must view the evidence in the8
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light most favorable to the verdict, crediting favorable evidence if a reasonable fact-finder

could and disregarding contrary evidence unless a reasonable fact-finder could not.   The9

final test for legal sufficiency must always be whether the evidence at trial would enable

reasonable and fair-minded people to reach the verdict under review.10

A party challenging an adverse finding as factually insufficient must show that the

finding is against the great weight and preponderance of the evidence.   In a factual11

sufficiency review, we must consider and weigh all of the evidence.   To set aside the12

verdict, we must "detail the evidence relevant to the issue" and then state why the finding

is against the great weight and preponderance of the evidence.13

B.  Applicable Law

In this case, the statute provides that an applicant is entitled to a sexual assault

protective order if the trial court finds that there are "reasonable grounds to believe that the

applicant is the victim of a sexual assault" and that the applicant is "the subject of a threat

that reasonably places the applicant in fear of further harm from the alleged offender."14

If those two findings are made, the trial court "shall issue a protective order that includes

a statement of the required findings."15

C. Discussion

Garcia argues that the evidence "conclusively establishe[d] that Tautenhahn

sexually assaulted her, and that Garcia suffered emotional harm as a result."  The trial

court found that Tautenhahn sexually assaulted Garcia and that finding is not disputed.
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However, to issue the protective order under the statute, the trial court was required to also

find that Garcia was the subject of a threat that reasonably placed her in fear of further

harm from Tautenhahn.   Here, the trial did not make that required finding and instead16

found that Garcia was not the subject of a threat that reasonably placed her in fear of

further harm from Tautenhahn.  Therefore, the issue is not whether Garcia suffered harm

as a result of the sexual assault, but whether the evidence was sufficient to support the trial

court's adverse finding.

Garcia claims that the following evidence conclusively establishes that she was the

subject of a threat of further harm from Tautenhahn:  (1) during her pregnancy,

Tautenhahn went to her dorm room uninvited to see if she was pregnant; (2) after the birth

of the child, Tautenhahn contacted people Garcia knew asking about her and the child; (3)

Tautenhahn told "the Office of the Attorney General" that he wanted to see the child; and

(4) Tautenhahn's sister contacted Garcia via MySpace requesting to see her brother's

baby, "which established that Tautenhahn was representing to his family members that he

had a child with Garcia."  Garcia argues that the threat she feared was not from physical

harm but from "threats to have or seek a relationship with Garcia and her child."

Evidence that Tautenhahn's sister contacted Garcia is not probative of whether

Tautenhahn subjected Garcia to a threat reasonably placing her in fear of further harm,

because the person contacting Garcia was not Tautenhahn.   Next, the fact that17

Tautenhahn expressed his desire to see his child does not establish a threat of further

harm to Garcia; he was merely informing the Attorney General of his wish to see his child,

and there was no evidence presented that he actually contacted either his child or Garcia

after paternity had been established.  Finally, Tautenhahn's contact with people Garcia

knows has no bearing on whether he subjected her to a threat of further harm because by

speaking to "people" she knew; he was neither contacting Garcia nor causing her
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emotional harm.   Furthermore, there was no evidence presented that the contact from18

Tautenhahn's sister, Tautenhahn's statements that he wanted to see his child, or

Tautenhahn's contact with people Garcia knew would cause Garcia emotional harm.

Jaure testified that a victim of a sexual assault perceives any contact with the

person who sexually assaulted her as a threat because the victim does not feel safe.

Garcia stated that she is scared of Tautenhahn and that contact with him would break her

down emotionally.  It appears that the threat that Garcia claims to have reasonably feared

from Tautenhahn was further contact with him that would cause further emotional harm.19

Based on the evidence presented, the trial court did not believe that Tautenhahn's

only contact with Garcia—two years prior to her application for a protective

order—supported a finding that Tautenhahn subjected Garcia to a threat.   A threat is20

defined as "an expression of intention to inflict evil, injury, or damage" or "an indication of

something impending."21

Although Garcia may have been fearful of further contact with Tautenhahn because

it would cause her emotional harm, the evidence presented did not establish that

Tautenhahn intended to inflict injury or damage to Garcia or that he intended to contact her

and cause her further emotional harm.  Therefore, the trial court found that Garcia's fear

of further harm from Tautenhahn was not reasonable.

Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the trial court's finding, crediting

favorable evidence if a reasonable fact-finder could and disregarding contrary evidence
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unless a reasonable fact-finder could not, we conclude that the evidence presented did not

conclusively establish as a matter of law that Tautenhahn subjected Garcia to a threat that

reasonably placed her in fear of further harm.   Furthermore, after considering and22

weighing all of the evidence, we cannot conclude that the trial court's finding is against the

great weight and preponderance of the evidence.   The evidence was legally and factually23

sufficient to support the trial court's adverse finding.  We overrule Garcia's sole issue.24

III.  RESPONSE TO THE DISSENT

The dissent argues that “the focus of the statute is on whether the applicant feels

a threat of further harm, not on whether the alleged offender overtly threatens to harm her.”

We disagree.  The statute requires a finding that the applicant was the subject of a threat

that reasonably placed her in fear of further harm from the alleged offender.     25

Even assuming, as the dissent argues, that the proper definition of a threat is found

in Black’s Law Dictionary, whether Garcia was "the subject" of a threat depends on whether

there was "an indication of an approaching menace" that reasonably placed her in fear of

further harm—i. e., contact—from Tautenhahn.  However, in this case, there is no evidence

that Tautenhahn threatened further contact with Garcia, either directly or indirectly.  

Moreover, our decision does not permit or condone, as the dissent suggests, "an

alleged sexual assault offender to surreptitiously contact his victim, reasonably placing her

in fear of further harm, while avoiding the imposition of a sexual assault protective order."

Here, there is no evidence that Tautenhahn instructed his sister or any other person to

contact Garcia.  Also, although Tautenhahn told the Attorney General's office that he would
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like to see his child, there is no evidence he threatened to contact Garcia for that

purpose.   We can not infer that by making inquiries to others about Garcia and the child,26

Tautenhahn was threatening to contact Garcia.  

IV.  CONCLUSION

We affirm the trial court's ruling.

                                               
LINDA REYNA YAÑEZ,
Justice
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Justice Gina M. Benavides.

Delivered and filed the
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